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Abstract 
Esparza, J. and M. Silva, A polynomial-time algorithm to decide liveness of bounded free choice 
nets, Theoretical Computer Science 102 (1992) 185-205. 
Lautenbach (1987) described an interesting method for the linear algebraic calculation ofdeadlocks 
and traps. The method is here proved anew and its power clarified. This allows us to propose a 
polynomial time algorithm to decide liveness for bounded free choice nets, thus proving an 
enlarged version of a conjecture raised by Jones et al. (1977). 
1. Introduction 
Petri nets are a powerful tool for modelling discrete concurrent systems. One of 
their interesting features is the existence of a wide variety of analysis techniques. 
One of them is the use of so called deadlocks and traps [5,4]. 
Deadlocks are sets of places which remain empty once they have lost all tokens. 
Traps, on the contrary, are sets of places which remain marked once they have 
gained (“trapped”) at least one token. 
The (unfortunate) name of “deadlock” derives from an easy-to-prove property 
[4]: when a Petri net system (or system, in the sequel) reaches a deadlock, i.e. no 
transition is enabled, its set of unmarked places forms a “deadlock” (with the 
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meaning of the previous paragraph). Therefore if all “deadlocks” always remain 
marked, then the system is deadlock-free. 
Deadlocks and traps become more important for subclasses of systems. The 
requirement that all deadlocks remain marked can be structurally achieved if all 
deadlocks contain initially marked traps. This condition, known as Commoner’s 
property [8], has been proved to be necessary and sufficient for the liveness of free 
choice and extended free choice systems [8], non-imposed choice systems [ 121 and 
non-self-controlling systems [7]. It is also sufficient for asymmetric choice 
systems [9]. 
The practical applicability of the theory of deadlocks and traps requires efficient 
algorithms for their computation. The classical methods use boolean equations [ 141, 
sometimes translated into linear inequalities [ 11. 
A new approach was studied in [ 111. Deadlocks and traps were related to special 
P-semiflows of an associated net, thus opening up the possibility of applying widely 
used algorithms for the calculation of P-semiflows to the calculation of deadlocks 
and traps. 
In [ 1 l] it was not characterized which deadlocks and traps could be obtained by 
the presented technique. We show here that they are the ones formed by unions of 
strongly connected deadlocks. The fact that not every deadlock can be obtained 
is-perhaps surprisingly-an advantage: this apparent limitation allows us to give 
here a polynomial time algorithm to decide Commoner’s property, and hence 
liveness, for bounded free choice systems. It was conjectured in [lo] that this could 
be achieved for conservative free choice systems. Since the latter are a subclass of 
the former, we also prove this conjecture. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 deadlocks, traps and multisets 
of circuits are introduced. A summary of [I l] is presented in Section 3. Section 4 
gives a new proof of results somewhat stronger than those of [ 1 I]. Section 5 employs 
the results of Section 4 to construct a polynomial time algorithm that decides if 
every strongly conenected deadlock is a marked trap. Section 6 shows that this 
property is equivalent to Commoner’s for bounded free choice systems, and therefore 
that the algorithm can be used to decide liveness for them in polynomial time. Basic 
definitions are contained in the Appendix. 
2. Deadlocks, traps and multisets of circuits 
Definition 2.1. Let N = (P, T, F) be a net. P’ 5 P is a deadlock of N iti P f B and 
‘P’ G P”. P’G P is a trap of N iff P # fl and P” G . P’. A deadlock (trap) is marked 
iff at least one of its places is marked. 
If D is a deadlock and M(D) = 0 for some marking M, then M’(D) = 0 for all the 
markings reachable from M. Conversely, if 8 is a trap and M(O) > 0 for some 
marking M, then M’( 0) > 0 for all the markings reachable from M. 
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Definition 2.2. A deadlock (trap) is minimal iff it does not contain a deadlock (trap) 
as a proper subset. A deadlock D is strongly connected iff the subnet generated by 
D u ‘D is strongly connected. A trap 0 is strongly connected iff the subnet generated 
by 0 u 0’ is strongly connected. 
We will make use of the two following well-known results. 
Proposition 2.3. The union of a set of deadlocks (traps) of a net is also a deadlock 
(trap). 
Proposition 2.4. (Hack [8]). Minimal deadlocks and traps are strong1.y connected. 
Definition 2.5. Let N = (P, T, F) be a net. A multiset of circuits is a collection of 
circuits of N that may contain several copies of an element. Given a multiset of 
circuits L and y E P u T u F, L(y) denotes the number of circuits of L that contain 
y. If L(y) > 0, L couers y. The support of L, denoted by l/L/l, is the set of places that 
L covers. 
In the sequel only multisets of elementary circuits will be considered. We will drop 
the adjective “elementary” when referring to them. 
3. Deadlocks and traps can be calculated as P-semiflows of an associated net 
Let us summarize the results of [ll], though for a complete description the 
reference should be consulted. The statement of the title above is proved in two 
stages, that correspond to the two parts of this section. 
3.1. Deadlocks (traps) are related to graph constructions called d-multisets of circuits 
(O-multisets of circuits) 
Definition 3.1. Let N = (P, T, F) be a net and L a multiset of circuits of n. L is a 
- d-multiset of circuits iff L Z 0 and Vp E P3 k,, E N such that Vt E ‘p: L[ (t, p)] = k,,, 
- fbmultiset oj.circuits iff L f (d and Vp E Elk,, EN such that b’t E p’: L[( p, t)] = k,,. 
That is, the same number of circuits k,, ~0 passes through all the input arcs for 
d-multisets, output arcs for @multisets, of a place p. d-multiset and @multiset of 
circuits will be abbreviated to d-mc and B-mc, respectively. 
The reader can easily check from the definition that the union of two d-mcs is also 
a d-mc, and so is the multiplication of a d-mc by a positive integer (analogously 
for Gmcs). We introduce now minimal d-mcs and &mcs. 
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Definition 3.2. A d-mc is minimal iff the following two conditions hold: 
(a) its support does not contain the support of a d-mc as a proper subset, 
(b) the g.c.d. of the numbers k,, is 1. 
The corresponding definition for O-mcs is analogous. 
Notice that the notation of [ 1 l] differs from ours: there, d-mcs and O-mcs are called 
D-systems and T-systems of circuits respectively. 
The relationship between d-mcs and deadlocks, and B-mcs and traps is given by 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 (Lautenbach [ 1 I]). Ler N = (P, T, F) be a pure and strongly connected 
net. 
(a) !fL is a d-mc (O-mc), then I/L\\ is a deadlock (trap). 
(b) If P’ is a minimal deadlock (trap), then there exists a minimal d-mc (6mc) L 
such l/m // Lj/ = P’. 
The proof of (a) follows easily from the definitions, while (b) is non-trivial. In the 
next section, a slightly stronger theorem will be proved. In particular, it will be 
shown that Theorem 3.3 also holds for non-pure nets. That is why we illustrate the 
theorem with the example of Fig. 1, which is a non-pure net. The net contains the 
following circuits: 
I‘,=(,,,p,, f,) r’5=(f,,Pz, fJ,P?, fZ,P5, [I) 
r=(f,,P,, fz,P51 t,) rh=cfl,P2, fi,P?, t,) 
I;=(II,P,,f.~,P~,rl,Pi,t,) ~,=(fT,P3,b,P4,t3) 
I=(t,,p,, ti,pc, tl) 
The multiset L={I, 1;) is a d-mc (notice that neither {I‘,} nor {f,} are d-mcs, 
because they cover only one of the two input arcs of p,). We have /) L]] = { pl , p5}, 
P2 
Fig. I 
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which is a deadlock of N. Notice nevertheless that, although L is a minimal d-mc, 
/(L/j is not a minimal deadlock ({p,} is a deadlock as well). Only the converse is 
true: for instance, {pz, p3, p5} is a minimal deadlock of N and is the support of the 
minimal d-mc {r,, r,}. 
We have then seen that some deadlocks can be calculated from the support of 
d-mcs. In the second part of the section an outline of the technique proposed by 
Lautenbach to calculate these supports is given. Before that, we introduce the 
concept of shared node and state a well-known result, on which the technique is 
based, which relates P-semiflows of T-graphs to multisets of circuits. 
Definition 3.4. Let N = (P, T, F). A place p is input shared iff I’p/> 1. p is outpur 
shared iff (p’[ > 1. The set of input shared and output shared nodes of N are denoted 
by IS and OS, respectively. p is shared iff it is input shared or output shared. 
Lemma 3.1 (Lautenbach [ll]). Let N = (P, T F) be a T-graph. Then: 
(a) X is a minimal P-semijlow of N if there exists a circuit I’ of N such that 
IlXll = Ilrll? 
(b) X is a P-semijow of N iff there exists a multiset L of circuits of N such that 
VpE P: X(p)= L(p). 
3.2. The supports of d-mcs and e-mcs can be calculated as special P-semiflows of 
associated nets 
Let N = (P, T, F) be a net. The calculation can be divided into three steps. 
Step 1. Expansion of the net 
- - - 
A net ]cT = (P, T, F) is constructed through an expansion of N. This expansion 
modifies only shared places and is graphically described in Fig. 2. The expansion 
t’ 
P 
f” 
i 
EXP 
f 
I’ 
P 
t” ? 
Fig. 2. Expansion rule given in Lautenbach [I I]. 
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does not remove any transition of the net N. Moreover, N satifies ‘dp E P: 1.~1 s 1 
and 1 p’( G 1. If Exp( p) denotes the set of places of N produced by the expansion 
of p, then 
_ Exp(p) = {p} if p is not shared (Fig. 2(a)). 
_ Exp(p) ={(G,P), . , (ti,,p), (p, C’), . . . , (p, G)l if p is shared (Fig. 2(b)). 
Notice that the new places of N correspond to arcs of the net N, and we label 
them accordingly. 
It is shown in [ 111 that some P-semiflows of this expanded net correspond to the 
d-mcs and 0-mcs of iV. This subset of P-semiflows can be characterized by adding 
some constraints to the P-semiflow defining equation system X. C? = 0, where C? is 
the incidence matrix of I% That is the purpose of the second step. 
Step 2. Addition of constraints to the equation system X. c = 0 
The following constraints are added. 
Case of deadlocks: 
‘1 X[(c P) I= kn Vp E IS 3 k,, E N such that Q t E ‘p 
Case of traps: 
(3.1) 
VpEOS3k,,~~suchthatVj~p’:X[(p,r)]=k,, (3.2) 
Intuitively, these constraints select the multisets of circuits that pass the same number 
of times by all input (output) arcs of each input (output) shared place. For calcula- 
tions it is better to express (3.1) and (3.2) as equations, removing the constant k,. 
Let p E IS and ‘p = {t, , . . . , t,}. Then, for p the condition (3.1) is equivalent to 
-X[(j,, PI1 + X[(f,, PII = 0 
-x[(j,,P)l+xX[(r,,P)l=O 
-x[(j,~,,P)l+X[(j,,P)1=0. 
and similarly for (3.2). 
(3.3) 
In the sequel we denote the augmented system (system X. c = 0 plus constraints) 
by 
X. cc, = 0 (deadlocks) (3.4) 
X. C,, = 0 (traps) (3.5) 
where C?, and C?‘, are c enlarged with the respective constraints. We can interpret 
C?, and C?,, as the incidence matrices of two nets N,, and NH, respectively. The 
reader can check that equations (3.3) correspond to new transitions td,_,,, 1 < is a, 
having only (t:_, , p) as input place and only (t:, p) as output place (see Fig. 3). 
The net of Fig. 4 is the expansion of the net of Fig. 1, to which the constraints 
for the case of deadlocks have been added (in fact, the only new transition that has 
to be added is td,.,). 
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I”1 ,“h 
Fig. 3. Constraints seen as transitions (case of deadlocks). 
Fig. 4. Expansion of the net of Fig. 1, with the constraints (3.3) seen as transitions. The expansion of 
the shared places is indicated by the dashed boxes. 
The incidence matrix corresponding to this net is shown in Table 1. 
Finally, we obtain from the P-semiflows of the net N, (#,) the supports of the 
d-mcs (B-mcs) of the original net. 
Step 3. Computation of the supports of d-mcs or O-mcs 
A subset ((X((N c P . IS associated with each solution X of (3.4) ((3.5) for traps) 
in the following way: p E \lXll,,, iff at least one of the places of Exp(p) belongs to 
IIX II. 
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Table 1 
Incidence matrix corresponding to the net of Fig. 4 
(‘1,/J!) 
(PI 1 ‘I) 
(PI. I,) 
(PI, t.31 
P2 
itl,P3) 
(PI, II) 
(P,, f,) 
PI 
(r,,P,) 
(tl,Pd 
(Pi, r,) 
(1 (2 (3 1, ‘PI 
1 II 0 0 -1 
-1 0 0 0 I 
0 -1 0 0 1 
0 0 -1 0 I 
1 0 -I 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -I 0 
0 0 -I I 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 I 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 
tP7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1 
I 
I 
0 
0 
0 
0 
tpi td 2.1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
-1 -1 
-I I 
1 0 
ThevectorsX,=(20 11 00000 11 2)andX2=(00002 11 00 11 2)aresolutions 
of (3.4) for the net of Fig. 4. We obtain: 
I/X, II M ={p,, P4, 
llXz/l={P2> (f3,P3), (P3, f2), (fl,PS), (f,, Ps), (P?, t,)l, 
In [ 1 l] the following theorem is easily derived from Lemma 3.5. 
Theorem 3.6 (Lautenbach [ 111). Let N = (P, T, F) be a net and P’G P. P’ is the support 
of a d-mc (8-mc) qf N @‘there exists a P-semijlow X of NC, ( li’,,) such that IIX 1) N = P’. 
In the examples, ]IX, (1 hr and //XzI/ N are the supports of the d-mcs {r2, I-,} and 
{II,, r,} respectively. 
Theorem 3.6 shows that, after Step 3, the set of all the supports of d-mcs or 0-mcs 
of N has been obtained. By Theorem 3.3(a), this is a set of deadlocks (traps) of N. 
Moreover, by Theorem 3.3(b), the set contains all the minimal deadlocks (traps). 
Nevertheless, it does not contain all deadlocks of N. Consider the underlying net 
N of the system of Fig. 5. 
Since the net contains no shared places, the expanded net I? is N itself, and we 
have also N<, = N. The set { p, , p2, pT} is a deadlock. Nevertheless, there is no 
P-semiflow with that support. It will be shown in Section 4 that the deadlocks that 
can be obtained by means of P-semiflows are exactly those that are union of strongly 
connected deadlocks. 
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Fig. 5. No P-semiflow has D={p,, p, pi} as support 
4. New proof of correctness for Lautenbach’s technique 
Although the approach of [ 1 l] is of high interest, we consider that Theorem 3.3 
can be improved in two ways. First, the theorem does not characterize the set of 
deadlocks and traps that can be calculated using P-semiflows: we only know that 
this set includes all minimal deadlocks but not all deadlocks. Second, the proof 
given in [ll] holds only for pure and strongly connected nets. 
We state in this section a theorem (Theorem 4.2) slightly stronger than Theorem 
3.3. It holds for any net in which every place has at least one input transition. The 
theorem clarifies that the technique allows the calculation of all the unions of 
strongly connected deadlocks and traps, and only of them. This slight improvement 
will turn out to be the key for the results of Sections 5 and 6. The basic idea of our 
approach is contained in Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4.2 states the final result. 
Theorem 4.1. Let N=( P, T, F) be a strongly connected net with T#@. Then N can 
be covered by a d-mc. 
Proof (by induction on the number k of input shared places, k=IISI). 
Base. k=O. N can be covered by circuits (it is strongly connected), and this 
covering is a d-mc. 
Step. Assume that every strongly connected net with k or less shared places can 
be covered by a d-mc. Let N=(P, T, F) be a strongly connected net with IIS/=k+l. 
Choose p~1.S. Let ‘p={f,, . . . , t,}. We construct now for each t,, 1s isa, a partial 
subnet N,=(Pi, T,, F;) as follows. Let 2, be the set of (not necessarily elementary) 
paths (x,, . . ,x,) of N such that: 
(i) x,=P, 
(ii) Vj, l<jar:x,=p =+ x_,=t,, 
i.e. paths that “enter p” only through t,. 
Let N, be the net covered by all the paths of 2, (see Fig. 6 for an example). We 
make the following claims about N,: 
(1) N, is strongly connected. 
Proof of claim 1. Take XE P,u T,. x can be connected to p in N, through a path IT, 
of .E by construction. Let us see now that p can be connected to x in N,. As N is 
strongly connected, there exists an elementary path II? of N from p to x. Then 
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P P P 
N Nl N2 
Fig. 6. The two nets on the right are the ones obtained from the net on the left for I,, t2; notice that N2 
is not a aubnet but a partial subnet of N. 
II,;II, (the concatenation of II? and II,) is also a path of .Z,, and therefore I7? is 
in IV,. 
(2) If p’#p and ~‘EP,, then r, contains ‘p’. 
Proof of claim 2. If (p’, . . . , p) is a path of .X;,, so is (t, p’, . . . , p) for all tE*p’. 
(3) UT,, N,=N. 
Proof of claim 3. Obvious. 
(4) Vi, l<isa: N, has k or less input shared places. 
Proqf of claim 4. Take just into account that T,n’p={ t,} and therefore p is not an 
input shared place of N,. 
Using (4) and the induction hypothesis, we conclude that every N, can be covered 
by a d-mc L, of N,. Let cl(p) be the least common multiple of the numbers L,(p), 
l~i~a. Consider the multiset of circuits 
Since the union and the multiplication by a positive constant are internal operations 
on d-mcs, L is a d-mc. Moreover, since L, covers N,, L covers N. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let N=(P, T, F) he a net such that every place has at least one input 
transition and let P’c P. Then the three following statements are equivalent. 
(a) P’ is the union of a set of pairwise disjoint strongly connected deadlocks af N. 
(b) There exists a d-mc L of N with P’ as support. 
(c) There exists a P-semijlow X of fi,, such that (IX IIN = P’. 
Proof. (aJb) Let {D,, . . , D,} be the set of strongly connected deadlocks whose 
union yields P’. Since every D,, 1 s is a, is a strongly connected deadlock, the subnet 
N, generated by D,u’D, is strongly connected (Definition 2.2), and contains at least 
one transition because every place has at least one input transition. By Theorem 
4.1, N, can be covered by a d-mc L, of N,. Since pi P, implies ‘PC T,, we have that 
L, is also a d-mc of N. Then the union of the L, for 1~ i<a is a d-mc of N with 
P’ as support. 
(b=+a) Let N,=( P1, T,, F,) be a connected component of the partial subnet of N 
covered by L. N, is strongly connected, because it is covered by circuits of L. 
Moreover, pr P, implies ‘PC- T, because of the d-mc property. Then P, is a strongly 
connected deadlock of N (the subnet generated by P,u’P, is just N,). 
(bet) See Theorem 3.6. 0 
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In the net of Fig. 1, {p,} and {p3, p4} are both strongly connected deadlocks of N. 
{r,, r71 is a d-mc with {p, , p3, p4} as support. The semiflow X = 
(1 10001011000)ofthenet N (Fig.4)satisfies I/XjIN={p,,pz,p4}. 
Part (b) of Theorem 3.3 follows now as a corollary. 
Corollary 4.3. Let N = (P, T, F) be a net and D a minimal deadlock of N. Then: 
(a) there exists a minimal d-mc L such that llL[l = D, 
(b) there exists a minimal P-semiflow X of Nd such that (/XII, = D. 
Proof. (a) By Proposition 2.4, D is strongly connected. By Theorem 4.2, there exists 
a d-mc L such that 11 LII = D. A ssume that there exists another d-mc L’f L satisfying 
I( L’(( G (1 L((. By Theorem 4.2 again, I( L’(( is a strongly connected deadlock of N, what 
contradicts the minimality of P’. Therefore L satisfies condition (a) of minimality 
(Definition 3.2). Let now k be the g.c.d. of the numbers k,,. If k > 1, let L” = (I/ k)L. 
Then IIL”JI = I/ L/J and the g.c.d. of the numbers k(: is 1, which implies that L” is 
minimal. 
(b) Analogous to (a). q 
The minimal deadlocks of the net of Fig. 1 are {p,}, { p3, p4} and { p2, p3, ps}. Corollary 
4.3 ensures that the corresponding d-mcs can be chosen minimal: {f,}, {f,} and 
{r,, l;i} satisfy this requirement. 
Summarizing, Theorem 3.6 showed that the algorithm outlined in Section 3.2 
calculates the supports of all the d-mcs of a net. Theorem 4.2 proves that these 
supports are all the unions of pairwise disjoint strongly connected deadlocks. 
5. A polynomial time algorithm to decide if every strongly connected deadlock of a 
system is a marked trap 
Using the results of Section 4, we prove now that every strongly connected 
deadlock of a system is a marked trap iff at least one of a set of systems of linear 
inequalities has a nonzero solution. The number and size of the systems will be 
polynomial functions on the number of arcs of the net. We shall make use of the 
following technical lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Let N’ = (P’, T’, F’) be a subnet of N = (P, T, F), obtained by removing 
places from N, together with their input and output arcs, and Q G P’. Then Q is a 
deadlock of N’ ifs it is a deadlock of N. Moreover, Q is strongly connected in N’ ifs 
it is strongly connected in N. 
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Proof. Since T’= T, we have ‘Q n T’= ‘Q and Q’ n T’= Q’. Hence, ‘Q c_ Q’ iff 
‘Q n T’c Q’ n T’. Moreover, Q u ‘Q = Q u (‘Q n T’), and therefore the subnets 
generated by Q u ‘Q and Qu (‘Q n T’j coincide. q 
Theorem 5.2. Let (N, Mo) be a system where N = (P, T, F). It can he decided in 
pol_ynomial time in (F( f 1 every strongly connected deadlock qf N is a marked trap. 
Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that N contains neither isolated 
places nor isolated transitions. We consider first the case in which N contains a 
place with no input transitions. Then this place is a strongly connected deadlock 
of N but not a trap. Since these places can be detected in linear time on the number 
of places, we are done. 
Assume then that every place has at least one input transition. The algorithm we 
present has the following logical form: 
if every strongly connected deadlock is marked 
and every strongly connected deadlock is a trap 
then Answer = Yes 
else Answer = No 
We show first how to calculate the logical values of the conditions by means of 
systems of linear inequalities. Then we make an estimation of the cost of the 
algorithm. 
Checking if every strongly connected deadlock is marked 
Let N’ = (P’, T’, F’) be the subnet obtained removing from N all the places p 
such that M,,(p) > 0, together with their input and output arcs. By Lemma 5.1, D 
is an unmarked strongly connected deadlock of N iff it is a strongly connected 
deadlock of N’ (because D G P’). Hence, it suffices to check if N’ contains a strongly 
connected deadlock. By Theorem 4.2 (equivalence of (a) and (c)), N’ contains a 
strongly connected deadlock iff there exists a P-semiflow of N:, This can be decided 
checking if the following system Sl of inequalities has a nonzero integer solution. 
Sl x. Cl=0 x30 
Checking if every strongly connected deadlock is a trap 
For each t E OS’, consider the subnet N’ = (P’, T’, F’) obtained by removing from 
N the places of t’ together with their input and output arcs. 
We claim that N contains a strongly connected deadlock D that is not a trap iff 
D is a strongly connected deadlock of N’ for some transition t E OS’ satisfying 
‘tn Dig. 
Proofofthe claim. (=+) Since D is not a trap, there exists t E D’ \ ‘D. Let p E * t n D. 
Since D is strongly connected, there exists t’E p’ such that t’ E ‘D. Hence t Z t’, 
which together with t, t’E p’ implies p E OS and t E OS’. Moreover, DE P’. By 
Lemma 5.1, D is a strongly connected deadlock of N’. 
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Fig. 7. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
.o 
tl 
@ 
i2 
P2 P3 
13 
P3 
_. , 
C3, PI) 
tpl IR : (PI, tl) (pl, tz)!  .: t1 I2 
Fig. 8. Expansion of the net N” and incidence matrix. 
(+) By Lemma 5.1, II is a strongly connected deadlock of N. We have ‘t n D # B 
by hypothesis and t’n D =E) by construction of N’. It follows that f E D’\*D. 
In the system of Fig. 7, {p,  p2} is a strongly connected deadlock that is not a 
trap. To obtain N” we remove pX together with its input and output arcs. {p,, pJ 
is a strongly connected deadlock of N” such that *t, n {p,  p2} # 0. 
We show now that N’ contains a strongly connected deadlock D satisfying 
‘t n D # 0 iff at least one of the systems of inequalities of a certain set has an integer 
solution. Solving the set of systems corresponding to all the transitions of OS’, we 
can deduce if N contains a strongly connected deadlock that is not a trap. 
Let C?‘;, be the incidence matrix of the expansion of N’ with the constraints (3.3). 
The expansion of N” is shown in Fig. 8. Its corresponding incidence matrix is 
depicted in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Incidence matrix corresponding to the net of Fig. 8 
11 ‘2 ‘2 VI 
(&,Pl) 0 0 1 -1 
(P,, tl) -1 0 0 1 
(PI, f?) 0 -1 0 1 
PZ I 0 -1 0 
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The set of systems of inequalities corresponding to t contains one element for 
each place p E OS n ‘t. This element is called S2( p, 1) and has the following form: 
S2( P, 1) x. c:, = 0, 
(X is a P-semiflow of N’), 
xx,Z)PO ((IX11 contains the place (t’, p)), 
where (t’, p) is arbitrarily selected among the input places of rp in N:, 
In our example, the set contains one single element S2( p, , t2), and (1’ p) = (t,, p,). 
Assume now that IV’ contains a strongly connected deadlock D such that there 
exists p E ‘t n D. We show that S2(p, t) has a solution. By Theorem 4.2 (equivalence 
of (a) and (c)), there exists a P-semiflow X of N:, such that (IXII,V~ = D. Since X 
is a P-semiflow, it satisfies the two first equations of S2(p, t). By Theorem 4.2 
(equivalence of (a) and (b)), there exists a Li-mc L such that 11 Llj = IIXjl,y~ and 
p E (( L((. By the definition of d-mc, L covers all the input arcs of p in N. This implies 
that /(X(( contains all the places of the form (x, p), in particular (t’, p). Hence, X 
satisfies also the third equation, and is a solution of S2(p, t). 
In our example, X = (1 10 l), which covers (t,, p,). 
Assume now that for every strongly connected deadlock D of N’, ‘t n D # (il. By 
Theorem 4.2 and the definition of Exp, every P-semihow X of N; satisfies IIX// n 
Exp( p) = fl, and therefore X[( f’, p)] = 0. 
Cost of the algorithm 
Since we are interested in the solutions of the systems of inequalities, it would 
appear that we have to use integer linear programming in order to solve them. 
Nevertheless, since they are all homogeneous, they have a (nonzero) integer solution 
iff they have a (nonzero) rational one. 
Systems of linear equations can be solved on the nonnegative orthant in polynomial 
time on the size of the system. Many different algorithms have been proposed in 
the literature. Since our purpose is to obtain an estimation, we shall consider a 
particular one, presented in [6]. Let n be the number of variables of the system, m 
its number of equations and L = nm + Llogz (G(] + 1 its size, where G is the product 
of the nonzero coefficients. The algorithm decides in at most O(n’m”L) operations 
if the system has a (nonzero) solution. Since, in our case, all the nonzero coefficients 
are 1 or -1, 0( n’m’.!,) = 0( n’m’). 
In the set of equations Sl, n and m are the numbers of places and transitions, 
respectively, of the net N:, Since we assume that there exist no isolated places nor 
transitions, both n and m are 0( (F(), w h ere F is the number of arcs of the original 
net. In the sets S2( p, t), n and m are the number of places and transitions of the 
net N:, and, once again, they are O(lFI). H ence, we can decide that one of the 
equation sets has no solution in O((Flh). A set S2 has to be solved for each place 
p E OS and each transition t E p’. The number of equation sets is thus I,,, os \p’I s 
I PI ITI, and the cost of the algorithm O( I FlhlPI ) Tj). Since both IPJ and / Tj are 0( (F() 
as well, the cost is also O(jFjX). 4 
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6. Application of the algorithm to deciding liveness of bounded free choice nets 
Commoner’s property (defined below) is involved in results about liveness of 
many subclasses of nets, as mentioned in the introduction. The practical applicability 
of the theory requires efficient algorithms in order to decide if a given net satisfies 
the property or not. This problem was approached in [ 131, where a fast polynomial 
time algorithm based on resolution of Horn clauses was presented, which decided 
if every deadlock of the net is a trap. Unfortunately, there exist even live T-systems 
(net systems whose underlying net is a T-graph) that do not satisfy this property. 
An example is given in Fig. 5: the system is live, but the deadlock {p,, pr, p3} is not 
a trap. 
There is however an upper bound (assuming that P # NP) on how far a polynomial 
time algorithm can go: to decide if a free choice system is non-live is an NP-complete 
problem [lo]. Since this problem is equivalent to deciding that Commoner’s property 
does not hold, it is unlikely that a polynomial time algorithm exists to decide 
Commoner’s property for the class of free choice systems. 
Our problem is to find such an algorithm for an interesting subclass larger than 
T-systems. It was conjectured in [lo] that this algorithm existed for conservative 
free choice systems. We show in this section that the conjecture is true even for 
bounded free choice systems. The proof is carried out by showing that a system in 
this subclass is live if and only if every strongly connected deadlock is a marked 
trap. We use then the algorithm of Section 5. 
Definition 6.1. A system (N, M,,) satisfies Commoner’s property iff every minimal 
deadlock of N contains a marked trap. 
The following theorem shows the relationship between Commoner’s property and 
free choice systems. 
Theorem 6.2 (Hack [S], Best and Desel [3]). 
(a) A free choice system is live $it satisjies Commoner’s property. 
(b) In a live and bounded,free choice system, every minimal deadlock is a marked 
trap. 
We can easily derive the following corollary. 
Corollary 6.3. A bounded free choice system is live $f every minimal deadlock is a 
marked trap. 
Proof. (3) Theorem 6.2(b). 
(+) If a minimal deadlock is a marked trap, then it contains a marked trap. 
Hence, Commoner’s property is satisfied and, by Theorem 6.2(a), the system is 
live. 0 
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The rest of the section is devoted to proving that Corollary 6.3 remains true if we 
substitute “minimal” by “strongly connected”. We need to have a closer look at 
the minimal deadlocks of free choice nets. 
Theorem 6.4. Let N = (P, T, F) be a free choice net, D G P a deadlock of N and 
N,, = (P,,, T,, F,,) the subnet of N generated by D u ‘D. D is minimal ifit is strongl_y 
connected and for every transition t E T,,: 1-t n DI c 1. 
Proof. (+) D is strongly connected by Proposition 2.2. Assume that there exists a 
transition t E TI:, = ‘D with /‘t n DI 2 2. Let p E (*t n D1. Since N is free choice, we 
have p’={t}. It follows that ‘(D\{p})s’DsD’=(D\{p})‘. Hence, D\{p} is a 
deadlock, what contradicts the minimality of D. 
(G=) Assume D is not minimal. Then there exists a minimal deadlock D’c D. By 
Proposition 2.2, D’ is strongly connected. Hence the subnet N,,, = (f,],, T,,,, F,,.) 
generated by D’u ‘D’ is strongly connected. Moreover, since D' # D, we have 
NI,, = N,,. In consequence, there exists an arc (x, y) E F,,, where y E PI>, u Tr,,, such 
that (x, y) G F,,, y cannot be a place, because otherwise N,,, is not generated by 
D’u ‘D’. Hence, y is a transition of T,, and I’y n DI 3 2. 0 
This theorem leads to an algorithm that constructs a minimal deadlock containing 
a given place. We need the following definition. 
Definition 6.5. Let N, = (P, , T, , F,) be a partial subnet of a net N. An elementary 
path (x,, . . . , x,.), r 2 2, of N is a handle of N, iff {x, . . , x,.} u (P, n T,) = {x, x,}. 
The algorithm is very similar to the one proposed in [2] for the calculation of 
T-components. 
Algorithm 6.6. To construct a minimal deadlock containing a given place. 
Input: a strongly connected free choice net N = (P, T, F) with a distinguished 
place 6. This place jj is called the seed of the algorithm. 
Output: a minimal deadlock of N containing J?. 
We construct inductively a net fi = (p c_ P, fs T, 6 G F) such that p will turn 
out to be a minimal deadlock of N. In the following the dot notation * for pre- and 
post-sets always refers to the net N. 
Step 1: 17 := {i;}, f:= (4, F:= $4 and N := (p, ?, P). 
Step 2: Repeat the following exhaustively: If there is p E p and t E ‘p such that 
(t,p)@ p, then choose a handle H=(x,,,x ,,..., x,,, ,,x,,) of N with x,_,= t and 
X/?, = p (note that m s 1 and the equality can occur). Then put: 
F := f3 u {places of H} 
? := ? u {transitions of H} 
F := F u {arcs of H} 
N:= (F, 7, F). 
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Let us collect now five simple properties of the construction. The first three hold at 
every stage of the algorithm. 
(1) fi is a partial subnet of N. 
(2) fi is strongly connected in terms of fi 
At the very beginning, I? is trivially strongly connected and adding handles to it 
does not destroy the strong connectedness. 
(3) Every transition in ? has exactly one incoming F arc. 
It has at least one because I? is strongly connected and fi can not contain isolated 
transitions. It has at most one, because this is trivally true at the very beginning, 
and the addition of the particular handles considered in the algorithm does not 
destroy this property: the new transitions added by the handle have at most one 
incoming arc, because handles are by definition elementary paths. And, since the 
last node of the handles added to fi is always a place, no transition already present 
in fi can find properly increased its number of incoming arcs by the addition of 
the new handles. 
(4) At the end of the algorithm (which clearly terminates, due to the finiteness 
of N), if p E p then all the incoming arcs of p in F are also in F (and therefore, 
‘pc ?). 
The reason is that there always exists, at each stage of the algorithm, at least one 
handle satisfying the requirements: this derives easily from the strong connectedness 
of N. 
(5) At the end of the algorithm fi is a subnet of N (and fi is generated by p n f). 
Assume the contrary. Then there exists an arcf’E F between two nodes of fi such 
that f& l? Two possibilities have to be considered: ,f’ leads from a transition to a 
place or from a place to a transition. The first is easily discarded because it contradicts 
property 4. Consider the second: iff leads from a place to a transition, since I? is 
strongly connected it has to be the case that lp’I> 1 and /‘I]> 1 (recall that the dot 
notation always refers to N). Then N is not free choice. 
Theorem 6.7. Let N = (P, T, F) be a strongly connected free choice net, p’ E P a place 
of N and I? = (p, ?, F) a net constructed using Algorithm 6.6 with p” as seed. Then p 
is a minimal deadlock of N. 
Proof. Since FG p* by construction, and T = ‘p (property 4), it follows that *F G I?*. 
Hence, 13 is a deadlock of N. Moreover, p is a strongly connected deadlock because 
fi is the subnet generated by 13 v ? = p v ‘p (property 5) and N is strongly 
connected (property 2). Finally, every transition t E 7 satisfies J’t n PI = 1 (property 
3). By Theorem 6.4, p is a minimal deadlock of N. 0 
Let us consider now the relationship between minimal and strongly connected 
deadlocks in free choice nets. We need the following lemma. 
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Fig. 9. Illustration of Theorem 6.9 
Lemma 6.8. Let N = (P, T F) be a net, P’S P and N,, the subnet generated by 
P’u *P’. Then D’c P’ is a deadlock qf N (ij” it is a deadlock of N,, 
Proof. Easy, using ‘D’c_ ‘P’ and the definition of deadlock. 0 
Theorem 6.9. Let N = (P, T, F) be a free choice net and DE P a strongly connected 
deadlock of N. Then D is the union oj’a set of minimal deadlocks of N. 
Proof. Let NJ, = (D, TI,, F,,) be the subnet of N generated by D u ‘D. N,, is strongly 
connected by definition and is obviously also free choice. Using Algorithm 6.6, 
given p E D it is possible to construct a minimal deadlock D,, of N,, containing p. 
We prove that D,, is also a minimal deadlock of N. Using Lemma 6.8 with D = P’, 
we obtain that D,, is a deadlock of N. Assume D,, is not minimal in N. Then it 
contains a minimal deadlock D’. But, again by Lemma 6.8, D’ is also a deadlock 
of ND, and since D’ E LIP this contradicts the hypothesis that D,, was a minimal 
deadlock of Nn. Therefore D,, is a minimal deadlock of N. Since D = U,,, ,, D,,, 
we are done. q 
Fig. 9 illustrates this result. Consider the net of Fig. 9(a), which is not free choice. 
D = {p, , p2, p3} is a strongly connected deadlock. Nevertheless, D cannot be covered 
by minimal deadlocks, because the only minimal deadlock is {p,, p2}. Now add a 
transition t5 and a place p4 to make the net free choice (Fig. 9(b)). D’ = {p, , p2, pl, p4} 
is again a strongly connected deadlock, but now D’ can be covered by the minimal 
deadlocks {P,, P?, PA and 1 P,, P?, ~4. 
Theorem 6.10. In a bounded ,jiiee choice system, every minimal deadlock is u trap ifl 
every strongly connected deadlock is a trap. 
Proof (+) By Proposition 2.3, if minimal deadlocks are traps, their unions are 
traps as well. But by Theorem 6.9 the set of these unions contains the set of strongly 
connected deadlocks. 
(C=) Use proposition 2.4. 0 
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Corollary 6.11. A bounded free choice system is live ifl every strongly connected 
deadlock is a marked trap. 
Proof. Use Corolllary 6.3 and Theorem 6.10. q 
Fig. 10 shows that Corollary 6.11 is false for non-bounded free choice systems. The 
set {p, , p2, p4} is a strongly connected deadlock but not a trap. 
P4 P5 
Fig. 10. {p,, pr, p4} is a strongly connected deadlock but not a trap. Nevertheless, the system is live. 
Theorem 6.12. Let (N, MO) be a bounded free choice system. It can be decided in 
polynomial time if (N, M,,) is live. 
Proof. Use Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 6.11. 0 
The net system of Fig. 7 is bounded free choice. It was shown in Section 5 that it 
contains a strongly connected deadlock that is not a trap. By Corollary 6.11, the 
system is not live. 
Conclusions 
In [ 1 l] a new technique for the computation of deadlocks and traps was proposed. 
We have shown here that the technique calculates exactly the unions of strongly 
connected deadlocks or traps of the net. We have also given a new proof of 
correctness that solves some small technical problems of the old proof. Our charac- 
terization of the computable deadlocks leads to a polynomial time algorithm that 
decides if every deadlock of a given system is a marked trap. Since the algorithm 
requires to solve sets of linear inequalities, its polynomiality derives from the 
polynomiality of linear programming. It is well known that the polynomial algorithms 
for linear programming behave in practice worse than the simplex. The average 
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complexity of our algorithm using simplex will have to be empirically estimated on 
a certain selection of examples. Using some new results concerning the properties 
of minimal deadlocks in free choice nets, we have shown that our algorithm decides 
the liveness of bounded free choice systems. This result solves a conjecture raised 
by Jones et al. in [IO]. 
Appendix: Basic notations 
A net is a triple N = (P, T, F) with P n T = $4 and F c (P x T) u (T x P). P is the 
set of places, T the set of transitions and F c (P x T) v (T x P) is the flow relation. 
The same symbol F is used for the flow relation and its characteristic function on 
(Px T)u(TxP). 
The elements of P u T are called nodes. N is pure iff Vx, y E Pu T: (x, y) E F=+ 
(y, x) pf F. 
The preset of x E P u T is ‘x = {_v E P u T ((y, x) E F}. The post-set of x E P u T 
is x’ = {y E P u T 1 (x, y) E F}. The pre- and post-sets of a set of nodes are the union 
of the pre- and post-sets of its elements. A node x is isolated iff ‘x = @ = x’. 
A function M : P-t RJ is called a marking. A net system, or system for short, is a 
pair (TV, M,,) where N is a net and M,, a marking of N called initial marking. 
A transition t E T is enabled at M iff Vp E ‘t: M(p) 2 0. If I is enabled at M, then 
t may ,fire or occur, yielding a new marking M’ (denoted M[t)M’), where M’(p) = 
M(p)+F(t,p)-F(p, t). 
A sequence of transitions, u = t, t, . . f, is an occurrence sequence of (N, M,,) iff 
there exists a sequence Mot, M, tzMz . . . t,M, such that Vi, 1 c is r: M,_,[ t,)M,. The 
marking M,. is said to be reachable from M,, by the occurrence of g: (denoted 
M[o)M,). [M,,) is the set of all markings reachable from MO. 
A system (N, M,,) is bounded ifI 3 k E NVp E PV M E [MC,): M(p) s k. (N, MJ is 
live iff V t E TVM E [ MC,)3 M’ E [M): M’ enables t. (N, M,) is deadlock-free iff VM E 
[M,,): 3t E T enabled at M. 
A net N = (P, T, F) is a P-graph iff Vr E T: 1. t/ = It.1 = 1. N is a T-graph ifI Vp E P: 
l’p( = jp’( = 1. N isfiee choice iff Vp E P such that lp’\ > 1: ‘(p’) = {p}. N is asymmetric 
choice iff Vtr T: J{p~‘t]Ip’]>l})~l. 
N = (P’, T’, F’) is a subnet of N = (P, T F) (denoted N’c_ N) iff P’G P, T’S T 
and F’= F n ((P’ x T’) u (T’ x P’)). N’ is said to be generated by P u T’. N’ is a 
partial subnet of N (denoted N’S N) ifI P’ c P, T’ c T and F’ E F n 
((P’ x T’) u ( T’ x P’)). 
A path of N is a nonempty sequence (x, , x,, . . , x,) of elements of X = P u T 
such that Vi, 1 c is r- 1: (x,, x,,,) E F. A path is elementary iff all x, are distinct, 
except possibly x, and x,. A circuit of N is a path (x,, . . , x,) such that x, =x,-. A 
circuit is elementary iff it is elementary as a path. 
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Let N = (P, 7’, F) be a net with P = {p, , . . , p,}, T = {t, , . . , t,}. The matrix 
c = ))CiijI (1 =z is n, 1 sj s m) where ci, = F( t,, p,) - F(p,, t,) is the incidence matrix 
of N. A nonnegative integer vector X is a P-semiJlow of N iff X f 0 and XT’ C = 0’. 
The set J/X11 = {p E PI X(p) > 0) is the supporf of X. A P-semiflow X is minimal iff 
there is no P-semiflow Y # X such that )( YI/ c jXj\. 
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